
FAQ’s about the new uniform



Where can I buy the uniform from?

Impressions in Golborne and Slaters in Wigan.  
This will ensure that you are not sold  
incorrect uniform. Uniform cannot be bought  
from any other suppliers.



Do I have to pay for my new uniform in one
full payment?

No. The uniform suppliers will also offer the
option of paying over several months rather
than in one lump sum.



Is the new uniform compulsory for all year  
groups?

Yes.



Which year groups have to wear the new  
uniform?

All of them.



Can I have any bag for school? What sort do I  
need?

Bags must be dark in colour, un-patterned  
and big enough for all books and PE Kit.



Can I have a branded bag?

As long as the logo is dark in colour and  
blends with the bag.



Are we allowed dark coloured handbags?

As long as you can fit all your school books  
and PE kit in it.



Can I wear a hooded top over or under my  
blazer?

No. Hooded tops of any kind are not part of  
the school uniform.



Do I need to buy the Golborne black training  
top for PE?

Yes. It is compulsory and there is no longer  
the option of wearing the green rugby top or  
black jacket.



Do girls have to wear the new skirt?

No you can wear trousers but they must be  
the school grey and a standard fit, not slim fit.



Can I wear my Golborne black training top for  
PE as a school coat?

No, as this is part of the PE kit and not school  
uniform.



Is the GCSE PE kit changing and do I need to  
get the new one for the rest of their course?

There will no longer be a separate GCSE PE kit  
however if you have purchased one you may  
still wear it in PE lessons.



Is the school jumper compulsory? When is it  
compulsory?

Yes. The school jumper is compulsory and  
must be worn from November to Easter.



How will you be able to identify the different  
houses?

Pupils will have House coloured pin badges  
which will be worn on the lapels of their  
blazers.



If I wear a skirt which do I need to wear knee  
length socks or grey tights?

If pupils wear skirts  then you must have 
grey tights.



Do you have to wear a clock faced watch or
can it be digital?

Watches are not compulsory, however if you
choose to wear one we would recommend a
clock faced one.



Do the skirts have elastic waists or not?

No, however they do have elasticated  
adjustments in the waist.



Can I wear any coat to school for example in  
winter when it is cold?

No, with the new uniform any outdoor coat  
must be black or dark in colour. No hooded  
tops, fleeces or sweatshirts to be worn under  
blazers.


